Inside Zone Coverage – This coverage is extended to CHEMTREC customers who are shipping from a country listed in a zone to a country listed in the SAME zone. Registering for Inside Zone Coverage makes sense for your company if all of your shipments originate from countries in the same zone, and they are delivered to countries within that same zone.

For example, shipments originating from the U.S. (North America Zone) that are delivered to Canada (North America Zone) require Inside Zone Coverage.

Outside Zone Coverage – This coverage is extended to CHEMTREC customers who are shipping from a country listed within a zone to another country listed in a DIFFERENT zone. All outside zone coverage also includes inside zone coverage for that region.

For example, shipments originating from the U.S. that are delivered to Australia would require North America (Outside Zone) Coverage, while shipments from Australia back to the U.S. would then require the Oceania (Outside Zone) Coverage.